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Abstract. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) require an efficient intrusion
detection scheme to identify malicious attackers. Traditional detection schemes
are not well suited for WSNs due to their higher false detection rate. In this
paper, we propose a novel intrusion detection scheme based on the energy
prediction in cluster-based WSNs (EPIDS). The main contribution of EPIDS is
to detect attackers by comparing the energy consumptions of sensor nodes. The
sensor nodes with abnormal energy consumptions are identified as malicious
attackers. Furthermore, EPIDS is designed to distinguish the types of denial of
service (DoS) attack according to the energy consumption rate of the malicious
nodes. The primary simulation experiments prove that EPIDS can detect and
recognize malicious attacks effectively.
Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks, Intrusion Detection, Energy Prediction,
DoS, Attacks Recognition
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Introduction

Many WSNs are organized into clusters to raise their security [1]. However the
broadcast nature of wireless communication causes WSNs vulnerable to various
malicious attacks. More specifically these networks are vulnerable to DoS attacks due
to the use of the clustering scheme in real-world scenarios. Cluster head nodes are
elected to manage local clusters, which are ideal targets for adversaries to
compromise. If one single node is captured by adversaries and turned into malicious
head, an entire local cluster would be affected by DoS attacks. This highlights the fact
that the cluster-based WSNs require an efficient intrusion detection scheme to detect
DoS attacks such as selective forwarding, wormhole attack and Sybil attack etc.
There are only a few intrusion detection methods [2, 3] proposed in the research
literatures which are cluster-based in WSNs. The existing intrusion detection methods
can be briefly classified into two categories: signature based detection and anomaly
based detection [4]. Both of these two categories focus on identifying the behaviors of
malicious nodes and consume large quantity of energy in monitoring suspicious nodes.

The disadvantage of traditional intrusion detection schemes is that the network
lifecycle may become shorter as the schemes process large quantity of data and
transmit it frequently. Moreover the networks suffer a high false detection rate as their
detection schemes are deceived by DoS attacks. Hence, traditional intrusion detection
schemes are not suitable for cluster-based WSNs, and it is critical to develop an
effective security mechanism for WSNs to defend DoS attacks.
In this paper, we adopt EPIDS in a cluster-based WSN. Sensor nodes can be
managed locally by cluster heads. Rotating cluster heads makes it possible to elect
malicious nodes as cluster heads. Adversaries can compromise any node in the
network and launch DoS attacks such as selective forwarding, hello flood, wormhole,
sink hole and Sybil attack. As malicious nodes require abnormal energy to launch an
attack, we focus on malicious nodes’ energy consumption rate in order to discover the
compromised nodes.
The two notable features of our scheme are listed as follows:
 In contrary with the traditional intrusion detection methods which only detect
malicious attacks based on behavior or interactions between nodes within a
period of time. We believe our energy consumption rate approach in this paper
is novel and has many advantages. An energy prediction method is introduced
to predict all the nodes’ energy consumption rate in base station and detect
some energy sensitive attacks which require abnormal energy.
 Furthermore, EPIDS distinguishes various malicious attacks according to the
energy consumption rate. Energy thresholds are set to classify the malicious
attacks, so that we can be aware of the types of attacks.
To our best knowledge, the concept of energy prediction in intrusion detection area
has never been discussed in any previous research works. These two specific features
mentioned above collectively make EPIDS a new, lightweight and efficient solution
that can detect various attacks applied in any cluster-based WSNs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces related work of
intrusion detection schemes in WSNs. Section 3 presents an energy prediction model
of sensor nodes. Section 4 introduces the energy prediction-based intrusion detection
scheme in cluster-based WSNs. In Section 5 we discuss simulation results and
evaluations of our scheme.
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Related Work

There are few existing studies in detecting and preventing DoS attacks in WSNs.
Related papers [2-4] always focus on the misbehaviors of sensor nodes. The security
schemes allocate considerable resources to monitor the behaviors of all the sensor
nodes. After the detection of malicious nodes, most schemes establish a blacklist to
isolate malicious nodes. However, none of them adopts the energy character in
detecting malicious nodes.
In [4] authors proposed a technique known as Spontaneous Watchdogs. This
technique use both local and global agents to watch over the communications. For
hierarchal sensor networks, global agents are activated in every cluster head. For
every packet circulating in the network, global agents with the Spontaneous

Watchdogs technique are able to receive both the packet and the relayed packet by the
next-hop. If malicious nodes modified or selective forwarded packets, the global
agents will detect the attack by Spontaneous Watchdogs.
In [5] authors proposed an insider attacker detection scheme. The scheme explores
the spatial correlation existent among the networking behavior of sensors in close
proximity. The author considers multiple attributes simultaneously in node behavior
evaluation, with no requirement on a prior knowledge about normal or malicious
sensor activities. Moreover, the scheme employs original measurements from sensors
and can be employed to monitor many aspects of sensor networking behavior.
In [6] authors proposed an analytical model for intrusion detection. The authors
derive the detection probability by considering two sensing models: single-sensing
detection and multiple-sensing detection. In addition, the paper discusses the network
connectivity and broadcast coverage, which are necessary conditions to ensure the
corresponding detection probability in a WSN.
In [7] authors proposed an energy-efficient intrusion detection system for wireless
sensor network based on MUSK (Muhammad Usman and Surraya Khanum) agent.
The MUSK agent is installed on each node that continuously monitors intrusion. The
authors assume that MUSK agents are resilient against malicious nodes that try to
steal or modify information carried by the agent. However, this assumption may not
be realistic in many applications.
In [8] authors proposed a group-based intrusion detection system in WSNs. The
group-based intrusion detection system first divides the sensor nodes into a number of
groups using δ-grouping algorithm such that the nodes in a group are physically close
to each other. This feature makes it easier to detect outlier nodes and the intrusion
detection results become more precise then the scheme adopts the Mahalanobis
distance measurement and the OGK estimators in the intrusion detection algorithm to
ensure a high breakdown point even with some missing data. However, the author
assumes that there is no intense or unexpected varieties of sensed data at the grouping
phase of the intrusion detection algorithm. This assumption makes the algorithm not
perfect.
In [9] authors provided an energy-efficient and secure system eHIP for clusterbased WSN. The eHIP system consists of Authentication-based Intrusion Prevention
(AIP) subsystem and Collaboration-based Intrusion Detection (CID) subsystem.
However, collaborative monitoring of each sensor nodes would cost abundant
resources of the network and low the efficiency of communication between sensor
nodes.
Sensor nodes with limited resources cannot constantly monitor other nodes
behavior, and report any unusual behavior to their base station or neighbor nodes.
Also a compromised node can return a false alarm, which is difficult to detect. Since
the nature of wireless channels implies that packet forwarding is unstable, data
packets would be lost during the transmissions. Therefore, security schemes which
focus on the behaviors of sensor nodes could not detect the selective forwarding
attack efficiently. For sensor node equipped with batteries, they can not be recharged
after deployment, EPIDS could analyze the energy consumption of sensor nodes and
is not affected by the interference of packet loss. Our proposed approach minimizes
the security control messages and eliminates the need of updating monitor reports.
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Energy Prediction Model

We believe that malicious nodes have to use additional energy to launch DoS attacks.
Therefore, we preliminarily focus on an energy prediction method to detect malicious
nodes. In this paper, Markov chains model is adopted to periodically predict energy
consumption of sensor nodes. The difference between the predicted and the real
energy consumption of sensor nodes can be used to detect malicious nodes.
3.1

Energy Dissipation

The energy dissipation in sensor nodes depends on the energy consumption in
different working states and the time they operate in each state. The sensor nodes
have five operation states: 1) Sleeping state: a sensor node operates in sleeping state
does not interact with other nodes. Therefore, there is no need to evaluate the trust of
the sleeping node. The energy dissipation of the sleeping node in the round time is
Esleep; 2) Sensing state: in the sensor operation, sensor nodes are responsible to sensing
physical parameters, such as temperature, atmospheric pressure etc.; 3) Calculating
state: sensor nodes process the received data; 4) Transmitting state: sensor nodes
transmit data packets between the clusters and the base station; 5) Receiving state:
sensor nodes receive data packets.
It is believed that the energy dissipation mainly focuses on the last four states.
Therefore, each sensor node can be modeled by a Markov chain [10] with the last four
states.
3.2

Operation State Transition Model

As shown in Fig.1, the operation states of any sensor node shift when the node sends
and receives packets, calculates data and senses information. Furthermore, the timestep is the minimum time unit of the four operation states. Each state covers several
time-steps. In one time-step, state i shifts to state j with a probability of Pij , for

i, j  1, 2, 3, 4 .
In a series of n time-steps, the operation states of a sensor node can be denoted as
X  { X 0 , X 1, ..., X n } . Pij ( n) represents the probability of transition from state i to
state j in n time-steps. Therefore, the n-stage transition probabilities can be
defined as:
(3.1)
Pij ( n )  P{ X n  j | X 1  i}

Pij ( n) can be calculated by the Chapman-kolmogorov equations:
n

Pij ( n )   Pik ( r ) Pkj ( n  r ) 0  r  n

(3.2)

k 0

If a cluster head knows Pij ( n ) for its sensor nodes as well as the initial states X 0
of sensor nodes, it is possible to predict the energy consumption information of all

sensor nodes in the cluster. The prediction process is shown as follows: Firstly, when
the sensor node is current in state i , the cluster head counts the number of time-steps
the node will stay in state j ,

T

P
t 1

(t )
ij

Secondly, the cluster head calculates the

amount of energy dissipation in the next T time-setps, E T :
4

T

j 1

t 1

E T   ( Pij(t ) ) * E j

(3.3)

Fig.1 The shift of operation states

Let E j be the amount of energy dissipated in state j for one time-step. Finally,
the cluster head node calculates the energy dissipation rate ( E ) of the sensor node
for the next T time-steps. The cluster head node can maintain estimations for the
dissipated energy in each node by decreasing the value E periodically for the
amount of the remaining energy from each node. Given the energy dissipation
prediction, cluster heads send the prediction results to the base station where trust
information is stored.
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Energy Prediction Based Intrusion Detection Scheme

According to the energy prediction method, EPIDS first compares the energy
prediction results with the actual energy consumption at the node. Then the scheme
searches nodes which spent significantly abnormal energy than other remaining nodes.
The nodes with abnormal energy consumption are regarded to be malicious. Finally
our scheme classifies the types of DoS attacks launched by malicious nodes.
4.1

Intrusion Detection Scheduling Algorithm

In the beginning of a round, sink node S predicts the energy consumption of each
sensor node and keeps the prediction result. Then, at the end of each round, sink node
is responsible for gathering energy residual of sensor nodes. Sink node broadcast an
energy gathering message. On the responses to the energy gathering messages, the

sensor nodes check their energy residual Er and reply sink node with new value of Er.
If EPIDS scheme detects abnormal energy consumed at a node i, EPIDS will regard
the node i as malicious and record the node’s ID in a blacklist v. Sensor nodes in the
blacklist will be segregated from the sensor network by removing it from the route
table.
Table 1. The notations used in the intrusion detection algorithm
Notation
S
i
Round
Ep
Er
RID
ReplyID
T
U
v

Meaning
Sink node
A sensor node
the number of current round
the energy prediction result
the energy residual
the set of nodes alive in this round
the ID of node who reply this message
Timestamp
the set of nodes in the write list
the set of nodes in the black list

Table 2. Intrusion detection scheduling algorithm

4.2

01

If (Not clustering) And (receive <”clustering”, S, roundi, u >)

02

Then

03

Broadcast <S : u, “Energy gathering”, round, RID, T>

04

If (nodei = alive) and ( i  u ) Then

05

Er(i)=E(i);

06

Round=roundi;

07

Broadcast < i——> S : Er(i), round, ReplyID, T >

08

Else if (nodei = alive) and ( i  v ) Then

09

nodei is regarded as malicious and isolated;

10

End if

11

Else if (Not clustering) And (receive < i——> S : Er(i),

12

round, ReplyID, T >) Then

13

Store <S :i, Er(i), Ep(i), roundi, ReplyID,>;

14

End if

15

End if

Intrusion Detection Algorithm

The energy comparison between the energy prediction result and the energy
consumption is the key to detect malicious nodes. Sink node records a set of energy

residuals at the end of last round {r1 , r2 , r3 ,..., rmn } . Then in the next round, sink node
makes a prediction of energy consumption of sensor nodes, denoted
as { p1 , p2 , p3 ,..., pmn } . After receiving the residual energy {r1 ', r2 ', r3 ',..., rmn '} from
all
sensor
nodes,
the
actual
energy
consumption
is
{r1  r1 ', r2  r2 ', r3  r3 ',..., rmn  rmn '} calculated at the sink node. Therefore, the energy
comparison

of

each

node

forms

the

set

{p1 (r1 r1 '), p2 (r2 r2 '), p3 (r3 r3 '),..., pmn (rmn rmn ')}. If pi - (ri - ri ') > Treshold , i  [1, m  n] ,

then node i would be regarded as malicious.
4.3 Malicious Nodes Classification Algorithm
After the intrusion detection, the network identifies the types of DoS attacks launched
by these malicious nodes.
Let Ec denote the energy comparison results:
Ec  E p  Er
E p and Er represent the energy prediction result and the energy real consumption

of a sensor node i. k is the size of the data packet.
The possible five DoS attacks can be divided into two sets, Attack1 and Attack2 ,
where Attack1  A1 and Attack2  A 2 ,A3 ,A 4 ,A5  . A1 represents a selective
forwarding attack; A2, A3, A4, and A5 represent Hello flood attack, Sybil attack,
Wormhole attack and Sinkhole attack, respectively. Attack1 is a set that include DoS
attacks that energy consumptions are lower than prediction results, and Attack2 is a
set that includes DoS attacks that energy consumptions are lower than prediction
results. To classify these five DoS attacks, our scheme sets four domains
D  D1 , D 2 , D3 , D 4  to distinguish them.
After detecting malicious nodes, EPIDS will distinguish the types of attacks. The
energy comparison results not only indicate the malicious node but also lead us to the
types of the attacks. Our scheme partitions the energy comparison results into four
domains. The malicious nodes with the energy comparison result Ec , Ec  Di is
regarded as the node that launched with the DoS attack Ai , i  [1, 2,3, 4] .
Case 1. Ec  M ( ETx * k   amp * k * d max 2 ) , then sensor node i is regarded as malicious
one launching the Hello flood attack.
Case 2. Ec  ETx * k   amp * k * d0 2 , then sensor node i is regarded as malicious one
launching the selective forwarding attack.
Case 3. 2(ETx * k  amp * k *d02 )  E _ c  (M 1)(ETx *k  amp *k * d02 ) , then sensor node i is
regarded as malicious one launching the Sybil attack.
Case 4. ( ETx * k   amp * k * d0 2 )  E _ c  2( ETx * k   amp * k * d02 ) , then sensor node i is
regarded as malicious one launching the Wormhole attack.

Case 5. (M 1)(ETx *k amp *k *d02)  E _ c  M(ETx *k amp *k *d02) , then sensor node i is
regarded as malicious one launching the sinkhole attack.The printing area is 122 mm
× 193 mm. The text should be justified to occupy the full line width, so that the right
margin is not ragged, with words hyphenated as appropriate. Please fill pages so that
the length of the text is no less than 180 mm, if possible.
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Simulation and Performance Analysis

We use Network Simulator-2 (NS-2) to evaluate the performance of EPIDS. In order
to see how the EPIDS detect the four types of DoS attacks, 100 nodes are randomly
deployed in a rectangular field of size (100m×100m). Each node has an Omnidirectional antenna having unity gain with a nominal radio range of 25m. The detailed
parameters are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Simulation Parameters
Parameters
Number of nodes
Node placement
Location of the Base station
Transmission range
Channel bandwidth
Simulation time
Propagation mode
Packet size
Initial energy of each node

Value
100
Random, uniform
50, 50
25m
1Mbps
500 seconds
Free space
512bytes
2J

Our security scheme detects various DoS attacks by comparing the energy
consumptions and the prediction results of sensor nodes. The average energy
consumption of sensor nodes along the time line is shown in Fig.2, where x-axis
represents time and y-axis represents the average energy consumptions of sensor
nodes.
The line with plus sign (+) represents the average energy consumption of malicious
nodes launching wormhole attacks. As shown in Fig.2, malicious nodes spend as
much as twice the energy than the prediction result in the first 60s. Then they will
significantly raise the energy consumption and use up all the 2J energy at the time of
160s, while normal node just consume less than 0.5J energy. The wormhole attack
can be easily detected since the wormhole attack spends nearly twice energy than the
normal one. EPIDS can detect this abnormal energy consumption before 140s.
The double cross represents the average energy consumed by the nodes launching
selective forwarding. The packet drop rate is set to 50%. The difference between the
prediction results and the average energy consumption of selective forwarding attacks
raises after 60s of the simulation, and EPIDS can detect this attack, when there is a
difference in energy consumption larger than the preset threshold.

Fig.2. Comparison of the average energy consumptions of DoS attacks and the predicted result

The star line represents the average energy consumed by the nodes launching Sybil
attacks. The malicious node would create M identities with one real identity and M-1
fake nodes. These entire M-1 fake nodes are deployed in other clusters and would be
actually controlled by the malicious node that launches the Sybil attack. Therefore,
the malicious node would spend M-1 times energy than the predict result. EPIDS can
detect this attack when the difference in energy consumption is larger than the preset
threshold.

Fig.3. The energy consumption rate of each DoS attacks

The round dotted line represents the average energy consumed by the nodes
launching with hello flood attacks. The malicious node maximizes its broadcast range
as well as the signal strength. In that case, the energy consumption would be
significantly large. As can be seen in Fig.3, the nodes launching Hello flood can only
operate 60s.
The cross line represents the average energy consumed by the nodes launching
sinkhole attacks. The malicious nodes attract the communications of cluster heads
from the other M-1 clusters. The difference between the average energy consumption
of sinkhole attacks and the prediction result increases gradually through the
simulation. EPIDS can almost recognize sinkhole attacks at the beginning of the

simulation. Since the energy consumption is far beyond the prediction result, Hello
flood attack is the easiest one to be detected.
The energy consumption rate along the DoS attacks is shown in Fig.3. The Hello
flood attack has the highest energy consumption rate 0.0333 J/s while the selective
forwarding attack has the lowest energy consumption rate 0.00297 J/s.
Fig.4 shows the detection accuracy ratio with respect to time, where x-axis
represents the time and y-axis represents the detection accuracy ratio.

Fig.4. The detection accuracy rate of DoS attacks

The detection accuracy of the energy prediction-based intrusion detection scheme
is much higher than that of the refined group-based intrusion detection scheme. The
increase in detection accuracy ratio lies in the fact that malicious nodes have to spend
abnormal energy to conduct DoS attacks. This character makes these attacks easier to
be detected.

Fig.5. Comparison of energy consumption among the refined group-based intrusion detection
scheme, the insider attacker detection scheme and EPIDS.

Fig.5 shows the comparison of power consumption among the refined group-based
intrusion detection scheme, the insider attacker detection scheme and EPIDS. We can
see that the EPIDS consumes the least energy than that of the other two intrusion
detection schemes. The reason behind this improvement lies in the fact that the energy
prediction-based intrusion detection scheme does not require additional monitoring

energy which is consumed in the other two schemes throughout the life time of the
network.
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Conclusions

This paper proposes a novel intrusion detection scheme for cluster-based WSNs. The
proposed scheme adopts the energy prediction method to detect malicious nodes.
Compared with the existing intrusion detection schemes which mainly focus on
monitoring the behaviors of malicious nodes, our scheme detects malicious nodes
based on the energy character. The results show that the proposed intrusion detection
scheme is more efficient in detecting DoS attacks.
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